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	Track down Sherlock's Bristol with a new locations map

Track down Sherlock's Bristol with a new locations map

The West Country is a second home for Benedict Cumberbatch’s Holmes
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221b Baker Street might be the most famous flat in the world, but Bristol also deserves to be in the address book of Sherlock fans.
Advertisement




Ever since the very first episode, when Benedict Cumberbatch's Holmes came face-to-face with Moriarty in Bristol South Swimming Pool, the city's boasted regular cameos.




Most recently, The Abominable Bride showed off some of Bristol's best-known sights, including historic Queen Square (where Emilia Ricoletti shot at passersby), 850-acre Ashton Court (the carriage scenes) and sprawling Arnos Vale Cemetery (where Sherlock visits Ricoletti's grave).

Now Bristol Film Office has mapped out the main locations so fans can follow in Sherlock’s footsteps. They’re all within a 3km radius of the centre and most can be reached on foot.

To download the full map, click on the PDF below.

More like this
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For more information, visit filmbristol.co.uk/bristol-sherlock-location-trail

Read more: Discover Sherlock Holmes's London - from 221b Baker Street to the bar where it all began



Radio Times Travel offers
Countryfile Live package. Hosted in the spectacular grounds of Blenheim Palace, BBC Countryfile Live is a major, new live event, hosted by the show's star presenters, that will allow visitors to explore every aspect of life in the British countryside. Don't miss your chance to join us for Britain's biggest day out in the country. Read more and book.
Call the Midwife tour package. Visit the outdoor filming locations used in 'Call the Midwife', and enjoy a guided tour of the Historic Dockyard, Chatham, from your very own 'midwife'. You'll also take a trip to the ancient city of Canterbury, a world-famous UNESCO Heritage Site that has been welcoming pilgrims and other visitors since 1170. Read more and book.

Game of Thrones Westeros and Winterfell tours. A must-do experience for fans of Fantasy series Game of Thrones, these two tours of Northern Ireland’s filming locations for the fictional regions of Westeros and Winterfell couldn’t be better. Read more and book.
Advertisement




Emmerdale the Tour package. Don't miss your opportunity to enjoy Emmerdale The Tour, including a guided walking tour of the outdoor filming set of ITV's hugely popular TV series Emmerdale. Read more and book. 

View all offers on TV-inspired days out
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Subscribe to Radio Times
Try 10 issues for just £10!

Subscribe
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Transform your later life
Unlock the cash tied up in your home to pay off debts or help your family, says Paul Lewis. Get the free guide written by Paul Lewis

READ ARTICLE
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Save on heathcare
Compare quotes for healthcare insurance from AXA, Aviva, Bupa and more with Confused

GET QUOTES







The best TV and entertainment news in your inbox
Sign up to receive our newsletter!
Email addressSign Up




By entering your details, you are agreeing to our terms and conditions and privacy policy. You can unsubscribe at any time.
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